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From bestselling children's cookbook author Barbara Beery comes a delightful new cookbook

created just for aspiring sprites, elves, gnomes and nymphs! Fairies Cookbook brings a bit of

fantasy and magic to everyday snacks and treats, while teaching valuable cooking skills and

encouraging kids to develop a love for creating their own food. Fairies Cookbook transforms

everyday fare into mystical treats for birthday parties, sleepovers, and special occasions-and these

recipes are easy enough to use everyday! Fairies Cookbook offers recipes such as Cookie Fairie

Masks, Fairie Fruit Wands, Sugar Cone Fairie Hats, Fruity Fairie Castles, Raindrop Punch, and

many more. Children's cooking expert Beery also includes dozens of tips and ideas for creating a

variety of enchanting fairie-themed parties.
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Very enjoyable book! True, there are few words; however, that leaves it open to let the children tell

you what they see or play hide and seek. We live in CA and have seen all these places, so we can

talk about things we did on the trips. "Few words" seems like a rather vapid complaint - it's a

children's book, let their imagination run. Only gripe, no one calls it Southern Coast - it's SoCal.

Second edition fix? Anyhow, highly recommended for Californians or welcome travelers.

Bought this for our family trip to California where we took the train from LA to SF. Cute pictures and

it actually followed along with most of the places we visited, so it was good prep for new

words/objects/scenery that hopefully my 18 month old will retain. Really simple words. Not much to

it. We made up our own stories for each picture, but even then, there wasn't a whole lot going on

This is a cute book that I picked up for my son to commemorate a trip to California that we took

together but I really wish it had more words. The pictures are cute but there isn't much substance to

this one.

Pictures are great and colorful but I wish it had more words. I bought this for a 2 year old who lives

in California so I think they'll like it anyway.

Fun book I purchased for my daughter as a souvenir from my recent trip to California. I wish they

had one of these for every state!

Adorable little book! It is just words on a page and not an actual story but I make up my own each

time. Little boys who like trains will love this!



We travel to many of these places so I love getting to review them with my toddler. Cute

illustrations. Very basic, but perfect for my 15 month old.

Absolutely love!
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